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Abstract

Python is the most popular language when it comes to prototyping and develop-
ing machine learning algorithms. Python is an interpreted language that causes
it to have a significant performance loss compared to compiled languages. Julia
is a newly developed language that tries to bridge the gap between high per-
formance but cumbersome languages such as C++ and highly abstracted but
typically slow languages such as Python. However, over the years, the Python
community have developed a lot of tools that addresses its performance prob-
lems. This raises the question if choosing one language over the other has any
significant performance difference.

This thesis compares the performance, in terms of execution time, of the two
languages in the machine learning domain. More specifically, image processing
with GPU-accelerated deep neural networks and classification with k-nearest
neighbor on the MNIST and EMNIST dataset. Python with Keras and Tensor-
flow is compared against Julia with Flux for GPU-accelerated neural networks.
For classification Python with Scikit-learn is compared against Julia with Near-
estneighbors.jl.

The results point in the direction that Julia has a performance edge in regards
to GPU-accelerated deep neural networks. With Julia outperforming Python by
roughly 1.25x−1.5x. For classification with k-nearest neighbor the results were
a bit more varied with Julia outperforming Python in 5 out of 8 different mea-
surements. However, there exists some validity threats and additional research
is needed that includes all different frameworks available for the languages in
order to provide a more conclusive and generalized answer.
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Glossary

Activation function: A function that transform an input into a non-linear
output.

Batch size: The number of samples used in one training cycle.

Epoch: One complete iteration of the training data.

Feature space: The vector space associated with the feature vector.

Feature vector: An n dimensional vector used to represent an object.

Gray literature: Literature that is published outside the traditional academic
or commercial channels.

REPL: A shell for a programming language that is running a read-evaluate-
print loop. It takes the users input, executes it and returns the results.



1 Introduction

Python is the most popular language when it comes to prototyping and devel-
oping machine learning algorithms[38]. This is due to the easy nature of the
language, such as high level abstractions which in turn leads to high produc-
tivity and rapid prototyping capabilities. There is also big companies such as
Google and a large community behind the language that is maintaining and
developing new libraries, further contributing to the languages success within
the field. However, Python is an interpreted language that causes it to have a
significant performance loss when compared to compiled languages. Especially
for heavy computing. Over the years, the Python community has developed a
lot of tools to deal with Python’s performance problems. An example of this
would be NumPy, that is a core pillar in Python’s ecosystem for scientific com-
puting. NumPy is a library that provides multi-dimensional arrays that are
in turn bound to high performance precompiled libraries written in languages
such as C or Fortran[37]. Another example of this would be Numba[3], that
is a just-in-time (JIT) compiler that compiles a subset of the Python language
into efficient machine code that is comparable in performance to a compiled lan-
guage[32]. There is also Cython[4][42] that is a superset of the Python language,
that allows declaring static C types (such as char, int or float) on variables and
functions, which in turn is compiled to generate efficient C code

Scientific applications, such as machine learning, often begin their lifecycles in a
highly abstracted language such as Python. But in many cases, as the problem
domain and complexity increases it often outgrows what the initial application
can handle. Making programmers re-write the application, at least partially, in
high performance languages such as C++[20].

This is where Julia[18][1] comes into the picture. Julia is a new programming
language that started development in 2009. During this time, most of the per-
formance enhancing tools for Python was still in its infancy or had not been
released. Julia version 1.0 was released as recently as August 2018. Julia is
designed for scientific computing by means of combining the high level abstrac-
tions of languages such as Python, Matlab, R with the performance of C[36].
This was meant to close the gap between having to choose a highly effective but
cumbersome language such as C++ or a highly abstracted but typically slow
language such as Python.

However, during the development period of Julia a lot of the performance prob-
lems with Python was addressed, with the help of tools like NumPy, Numba
and Cython. This development has raised the question if choosing one language
over the other has any significant performance difference.
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1.1 Purpose

As we are moving towards a more data driven society, where all devices are
collecting massive amounts of data. Machine learning is used to extract mean-
ingful correlations and patterns of this data and it is becoming more of a preva-
lent field in most sectors. With the amount of data increasing, the efficiency
of how we process that data is also becoming more important. The machine
learning field has overall been trending towards parallelization and utilization
of GPU-acceleration instead of only using CPUs [41][15][35]. This development
is causing the machine learning models to grow ever more complex. Which in
turn is putting emphasis on the underlying tools, i.e. programming languages,
for how we create such algorithms, e.g. abstractions and development time, as
the complexity increases. As a result of this, it would be especially interesting
to see how the two languages compare both performancewise and in terms of
abstractions when it comes multi-processing and GPU-acceleration since Julia
was designed with this in mind.

This thesis aims to provide insight into how the two languages compare per-
formancewise when it comes to machine learning. It could also be a small
stepping stone towards finding out if Julia is a better tool for machine learning
or not. If it turns out that Julia is mature enough of a language in terms of
libraries, developers, maintainers and if it can perform as well as C. This bridge
between translating high level code into optimized low level code might become
obsolete and a lot of time and effort can be saved.

There is also a lot of gray literature that is discussing and measuring the perfor-
mance of the languages. To my knowledge, there also has not been any perfor-
mance comparisons between the languages when it comes to GPU-acceleration.
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1.2 Scope & Research Questions

As previously mentioned, the focus of this thesis will be targeted towards a
performance comparison between Python and Julia when it comes to computa-
tionally intense work, focusing on machine learning. The question this thesis is
exploring is:

• How does Julia and Python compare performancewise when it comes to
machine learning algorithms?

The machine learning field itself is quite large and can be categorized into mul-
tiple subcategories. Due to time constraints, this thesis will only cover a small
subsection of the subcategories; deep neural networks and classification in the
context of image processing. Reducing the question above to some of its con-
stituents and the questions this thesis aims to answer.

1. How does Julia and Python compare performancewise when it comes to
image processing using GPU-accelerated deep neural networks?

2. How does Julia and Python compare performancewise when it comes to
image classification with k-nearest neighbor?

3. Does the performance difference justify choosing one language over the
other?

There exists multiple libraries for deep learning and classification for both lan-
guages. For deep neural networks, Python with Keras[23] and Tensorflow[13][7]
will be compared to Julia with Flux[27]. For k-nearest neighbor Scikit-learn[39][8]
for Python will be compared against NearestNeighbors.jl[6] for Julia.

The deep neural network comparison will be conducted with GPU-acceleration
running on a Nvidia Geforce 1050ti. Whereas the classification comparison will
be made on a CPU, intel i7-2600k, running in a single thread. The experimental
setup is explained more in detail in section 4.

This thesis will not cover the accuracy of the algorithms, rather it will only
cover the performance in terms of execution time.
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2 Research Method

This chapter will briefly cover how the theoretical and empirical methods were
conducted in this thesis and connect them to the research questions. It will also
cover the way of searching for references.

2.1 Literature Study

A literature study was conducted that looked at different types of machine
learning algorithms, datasets and libraries and accessed their relevance for be-
ing applicable for a performance comparison for both regular CPU usage and
GPU-acceleration.

The literature study would also look for and cover previous comparisons made
between the languages. This was done by snowballing some references already
gathered and using the search engines listed below together with the specified
keywords.

2.1.1 Search Engines

The search engines that was utilized for finding relevant literature is the follow-
ing:

• Google Scholar

• BTH Summon

2.1.2 Keywords

The following keywords are related to the research questions and was used in
various combinations for finding relevant literature.

• machine learning

• parallel

• regression

• clustering

• classification

• k nearest neighbor

• knn

• autoencoder

• neural network

• GPU

• multicore

• Python

• Julia

• performance

• comparison

• algorithm
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2.2 Empirical Research

The algorithms chosen from the literature study were to be implemented in
Python and Julia using similarly abstracted libraries. The execution time of
each algorithm were to be measured on at least two different datasets. Where
each dataset differ in terms of properties such as the number of features or
records.

2.2.1 Variables

The languages are the independent variable. The datasets, algorithms and hard-
ware are constant variables. Whereas the dependent variable is the execution
time, i.e. the experiments will measure the time it takes for the algorithms to
process datasets with various properties.

2.2.2 Measurements

The execution time of the algorithms in both languages were to be graphed
relative to each other and the datasets. This would provide some clarity toward
answering the research questions. The execution time would also be measured 5
times in order to provide a more accurate representation of the runtime. This is
due to the fact that caching and the scheduler can make the elapsed time vary
between executions.

2.3 Expected Outcome

The expected outcome was to find a performance difference between the lan-
guages and to be able to draw some conclusions based on the result. Such as if
the difference is large enough to justify choosing one language over the other.
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3 Algorithms and Datasets

This section will cover the different types of machine learning algorithms and
datasets utilized in the experiments. It will provide a brief explanation how
they work in general and how they will work in the context of the experiments.

3.1 Datasets

The datasets chosen for the experiments was the MNIST[33] and EMNIST[24]
dataset. Both datasets consists of handwritten digits ranging from 0 − 9, 10
classes. The MNIST dataset contains 60, 000 training images and 10, 000 test
images. The EMNIST dataset is an extension of MNIST and contains 240, 000
training images and 40, 000 test images. The images themselves are structured
in the same way in both datasets, that is 28x28 pixel grayscale images. The
color value of a pixel lie in the range of 0 − 255. An image from the MNIST
dataset can be seen below.

28

28

Figure 1: MNIST sample

These were chosen for a couple of reasons. Firstly, both of them are pub-
licly available and widely known. As the MNIST dataset is one of the standard
benchmarking datasets of machine learning. Secondly, they are both quite large.
Although they are nowhere near the sizes that would classify them as big data.
Thirdly, they are both high-dimensional. Thus increasing the computational
complexity to iterate over them. Lastly, both of them are structured in the
same way which allows the same program to take both datasets as input with-
out rewriting them.

A small program to load the datasets was written in both Python and Julia
that can be found in section 11.2.1. The Julia program to load the datasets is a
slightly modified version of the MNIST dataset loader found in the Flux Model
Zoo[10].
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3.2 Autoencoder

An autoencoder is a type of neural network that tries to learn a compressed
representation of the input data. They are useful in tasks such as dimensional-
ity reduction, anomaly detection as well as denoising images. A neural network
is a type of computational graph, where each connection is a weight w and each
node is a neuron x. Neural networks typically consist of multiple layers, having
an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer; where each layer
consist of multiple neurons. In a fully connected neural network, each neuron is
connected to every single neuron in the next layer. Below is a zoomed in picture
of a single neuron. The neuron sums up and multiplies all of its inputs with
a weight associated with that connection together with a value b. The result
is then passed through an activation function σ, and if the result is above a
certain threshold then the neuron ”fires” and send its output to all the neurons
in the next layer. After the input has propagated through the whole network
and reached the output layer, the weights of the network are adjusted during
the training process through backpropagation in order to improve the mapping
between the input and output of the neural network.

xn

...

w1

x3

w2
x2

w3

x1

wn

...

n∑
i=1

wixi + b σ

Figure 2: Neuron in a neural network visualized

Autoencoders consists of one or multiple encoding layers and one more more
decoding layers. The autoencoder basically tries to learn an approximation to
the identity function fW,b(x) = z ≈ x. A simple autoencoder (single encoding
and deconding layers) can be split into two parts:

Encoder:
x → y = σ(Wx+ b)

Decoder:
y → z = σ(Wy + b)

Where
x, z ∈ R

m, y ∈ R
n,m > n
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Encoder

Decoder

...

...

...

... ...

Figure 3: Autoencoder visualization

In the context of this experiment, an input image as seen from the left is repre-
sented as a 784-dimensional vector that is fed to the input layer of the network
that has 784 neurons, where each neuron represents a single pixel. Each sub-
sequent layer after the input layer has a reduced set of neurons, reducing the
dimensionality used to represent the image. This process is repeated until the
last encoding layer is reached. The process is then reversed, where the first
decoder layer takes the compressed representation as an input and then tries to
reconstruct the image.

Figure 4: MNIST before and after with 100 epochs

Figure 3 is an example of 10 random digits being fed through an autoencoder.
The first row is the input for the autoencoder and the second row is the recon-
struction of the images. The autoencoder does a pretty good job of reconstruc-
tion the images but there are some notable differences, for example the number
8 and 2. The program used for generating this image is based on an example
provided by the Flux Model Zoo[10] and can be found under section 11.2.2.
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3.3 K-nearest neighbor

K-nearest neighbor is a classification algorithm that given an input vector, cal-
culates the distance to the k nearest points in a feature space. The input vector
is then classified with the majority group of the k points.

1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

4

5

k = 3

Figure 5: K-nearest-neighbor example

In the example above, where there is two dimensions and k = 3, the input
vector would be classified as blue. K-nearest neighbor can use any distance
metric, but for this experiment euclidean distance will be used. Euclidean dis-
tance can be calculated using the following formula, were n is the number of
dimensions.

distance(a, b) =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

(ai − bi)2

In order to avoid brute force searching through all the points in the training
data. There exists a variety of algorithms that reduces the number of distance
calculations needed. The two that will be used in this experiment is the KDTree
and BallTree.

The KDTree is binary tree structure that works well with low dimensional data.
It generally works by splitting all values along a random axis x at the median,
then all values lower than the median will go on the left branch and all values
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higher on the right branch or vice versa. Next, all values that exist on the left
branch will now be split again at the median of the next axis y. The same goes
for all values on the right branch. This process will be repeated until there is a
predetermined number of points left after a split that will become leaf nodes of
the tree.

The BallTree is also a binary tree structure that tries to address the insuffi-
ciencies that the KDTree has in higher dimensions. Instead of splitting the data
along an axis. It picks a point a at random and then calculates the distance
to the point furthest away b. Then it calculates the point c that is furthest

away from b. It then projects all the remaining points onto the vector
−→
bc and

in a similar fashion as the KDTree, splits the points at the median of all values
projected onto the vector. Now for each side of the split, it calculates the mean
point and draws a radius to the point furthest away from that and creates a
n dimensional hypersphere (ball) that encompasses all those points[11]. Just
like the KDTree, this process is then repeated until a predetermined number of
points exist in each ball that becomes the leaf nodes of the tree.

In the context of this experiment, the classification basically works in the same
way as the example with 2 dimensions. The major difference being that an im-
age is represented as a 784-dimensional vector, just like the autoencoder. Below
is a visualization of how the classification works.

input images

nearest neighbors

Figure 6: K-nearest-neighbor visualization

The figure above is an example of how the classification works where k = 5
and was generated with a program found in section 11.2.3.
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4 Experimental setup

The experimental setup was to test the performance of Python and Julia in the
machine learning domain using similar libraries. All the executions was run on
the same hardware and operating system. All different libraries and hardware
utilized in the experiments can be seen below.

Operating system: Ubuntu 18.04 64bit
CPU: Intel i7 2600k @ 3.4Ghz
RAM: 32Gb DDR3 @ 1600Mhz
GPU: Nvidia Geforce 1050ti

Nvidia libraries: NVCC - Nvidia Cuda compiler driver v9.1.85
cuDNN - CUDA Deep Neural Network library v7.4.2

Julia v1.0.3 Python v3.6.3

Flux v0.8.2 Keras v2.2.4
CuArrays v1.0.1 Tensorflow v1.13.1
CUDAapi v0.6.3 Tensorflow-gpu v1.13.1
CUDAnative v2.0.1 Scikit-learn v0.20.3
CUDAdrv v2.0.0 Numpy v1.16.2
NNlib v0.5.0
NearestNeighbors v0.4.3

There were a couple of factors that went into the decision of choosing libraries.
Firstly, the library had to be one of the more popular choice compared to other
libraries that provided the same type of functionality. Secondly, the libraries
themselves had to be similar in terms of abstractions. The Julia libraries had
to be 100% Julia code, whereas the Python libraries had to utilize some of the
performance enhancing tools that exists for the language. Lastly, the libraries
for neural networks had to be able to provide or be compatible with GPU-
acceleration.

To further minimize the chances of the scheduler and other processes disturbing
the execution of the programs. No other programs was running in the back-
ground and every execution was run with ”nice -n -20” command, which max-
imizes the programs priority. Also, for every measurement made the program
was executed 5 times, as to get a more accurate depiction of the runtime.
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4.1 Autoencoder

In this experiment a deep autoencoder is used that has 3 encoding and 3 decod-
ing layers. The reason for choosing a deep autoencoder over of a simple autoen-
coder (single encoding and decoding layer) is to introduce additional complexity
in the hopes of the speed between the languages will be even more emphasized.
As most if not all neural network nowadays are leveraging the massive parallel
computing you get from a GPU, all the measurements will be conducted using
GPU-acceleration. The experiment will measure the elapsed time from that the
program is executed until its finished. That includes all the data preprocessing,
initialization of the GPU, allocation of the network structure, and the training
process. There will be a total of 16 measurements, the 4 measurements listed
below will be performed on both datasets and languages.

Epochs Step Batch size Dataset
1 → 50 5 1024 MNIST, EMNIST
1 → 50 5 256 MNIST, EMNIST
50 → 150 10 1024 MNIST, EMNIST
50 → 150 10 256 MNIST, EMNIST

Table 1: Autoencoder measurements

The Flux[27] library was chosen for Julia. Flux is a 100% Julia stack that fo-
cuses on simplicity, hackability and leverages Julia’s underlying compiler tech-
nology[28].

For Python Keras[23] with Tensorflow as backend was chosen. Keras is a highly
abstracted framework for neural network, written in Python, that acts as a
client for the Tensorflow API. Tensorflow is a framework developed for large
scale machine learning, developed by Google, whose core is written in C++ [13].

12



The Julia and Python program were written as similar as possible. They are
using the same neural network structure, batch size, optimization strategy, ac-
tivation and loss functions.

Listing 1: Python autoencoder

1 import sys

2 sys.path.append(’../’)

3 from Datasets import dataset

4 from keras.layers import Dense

5 from keras.models import Sequential

6 import numpy as np

7

8 (x_train, _), (_, _) = dataset.load_mnist()

9

10 x_train = x_train.astype(’float32’) / 255.

11 x_train = x_train.reshape((len(x_train), np.prod(x_train.shape[1:])))

12

13 encoder_layer1 = Dense(256, activation=’relu’, input_dim=784)

14 encoder_layer2 = Dense(64, activation=’relu’, input_dim=256)

15 encoder_layer3 = Dense(32, activation=’relu’, input_dim=64)

16

17 decoder_layer1 = Dense(64, activation=’relu’, input_dim=32)

18 decoder_layer2 = Dense(256, activation=’relu’, input_dim=64)

19 decoder_layer3 = Dense(784, activation=’sigmoid’, input_dim=256)

20

21 autoencoder = Sequential([

22 encoder_layer1,

23 encoder_layer2,

24 encoder_layer3,

25 decoder_layer1,

26 decoder_layer2,

27 decoder_layer3

28 ])

29

30 autoencoder.compile(optimizer=’Adam’, loss=’mean_squared_error’)

31

32 autoencoder.fit(x_train, x_train, epochs=int(sys.argv[1]),

batch_size=256)

13



If you compare the two programs, they are very similar in terms of abstractions
and lines of code.

Listing 2: Julia autoencoder

1 include("../Datasets/dataset.jl")

2 using .DATASET

3 using Flux

4 using Flux: @epochs, mse

5 using Base.Iterators: partition

6 using CuArrays

7

8 images = DATASET.mnist_images(:train)

9

10 data = [float(hcat(vec.(images)...)) for images in partition(images,

1024)]

11 data = gpu.(data)

12

13 encoder_layer1 = Dense(784, 256, relu)

14 encoder_layer2 = Dense(256, 64, relu)

15 encoder_layer3 = Dense(64, 32, relu)

16

17 decoder_layer1 = Dense(32, 64, relu)

18 decoder_layer2 = Dense(64, 256, relu)

19 decoder_layer3 = Dense(256, 784, σ)
20

21 autoencoder = Chain(

22 encoder_layer1,

23 encoder_layer2,

24 encoder_layer3,

25 decoder_layer1,

26 decoder_layer2,

27 decoder_layer3

28 ) |> gpu

29

30 loss(x) = mse(autoencoder(x), x)

31 opt = ADAM()

32

33 @epochs 5 Flux.train!(loss, params(autoencoder), zip(data), opt)

The Julia program builds upon the autoencoder example provided by the Flux
Model Zoo[10].
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For measuring the elapsed time of the Python executions, a bash script was
utilized that leverages bash’s built in ”time” command. The number of epochs
used for the training process is passed in as an argument to the Python pro-
gram. The result was then saved into a file that contained the elapsed time of
each full execution of the program.

Listing 3: Bash script for running the Python Autoencoder

1 #!/bin/bash

2 declare -i epoch=50

3

4 for epochs in {1..11}; do

5 echo "epoch: $epoch" >> emnist_deepresults2_256.txt

6 for nrOfIterations in {1..5}; do

7 { time nice -n -20 python3 deepauto.py "$epoch" 2>

emnist_output2_256_py ; } 2>> emnist_deepresults2_256.txt

8 done

9 epoch=$(echo $(( $epoch + 10 )))

10 echo "___________________________" >> emnist_deepresults2_256.txt

11 done

12 cat emnist_deepresults2_256.txt

Listing 4: Julia loop for running the Autoencoder from Julia’s REPL

1 for j=1:5

2 @time include("deepautoencoder.jl")

3 end

All the measurements for Julia was recorded with Julia’s own ”@time” macro,
since all Julia programs was executed from within Julia’s REPL. This was done
due to the fact that calling the Julia program from the command line took a
lot longer than doing so from the REPL. It added around 50 seconds to each
execution, whereas calling it from the REPL added around 30 seconds and only
had this initial extra time the first time the programs was run. This is probably
due to some compilation and optimization that needs to be done before the
program is executed and was saved in the REPL session. This was not the case
with Python, where calling it from the REPL instead of the command line only
had a minor impact of roughly a second. This first run of the Julia program is
omitted from the results.
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4.2 K-nearest-neighbor

In this experiment k-nearest neighbor classification will be measured with two
different algorithms, KDTree and BallTree. The experiment will measure the
elapsed time from that the program is started until its finished. That includes all
of the data preproccessing, construction of datastructures and k-nearest neigh-
bor searches. There will be a total of 16 measurements. The 4 measurements
listed in the table below will be conducted on both algorithms for both lan-
guages.

Algorithm k Train images Test images Dataset
kdtree, balltree 5 30, 000 5, 000 MNIST
kdtree, balltree 5 60, 000 10, 000 MNIST
kdtree, balltree 5 120, 000 20, 000 EMNIST
kdtree, balltree 5 240, 000 40, 000 EMNIST

Table 2: K-nearest neighbor measurements

The library NearestNeighbors.jl[6] was chosen for Julia. It is an open source
library, written in Julia, that provides high performance nearest neighbor algo-
rithms and datastructures.

For Python, Scikit-learn[8] was chosen. It is a framework that brings machine
learning algorithms in a highly abstracted form with a focus on ease of use and
performance. Scikit-learn has three core pillar that it builds upon. NumPy,
SciPy and Cython[39]. NumPy is a library that provides multi-dimensional ar-
rays that are in turn bound to high performance precompiled libraries written
in languages such as C or Fortran[37]. SciPy is a library that provides efficient
algorithms for various mathematical operations. Lastly, Cython is a superset of
the Python language, that allows declaring static C types (such as char, int or
float) on variables and functions, which in turn is compiled to generate efficient
C code.
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The Julia and Python programs was written as similar as possible. They are
using the same distance metrics, that is euclidean distance, and leaf sizes of 30.

Listing 5: Python K-nearest neighbor

1 import sys

2 sys.path.append(’../’)

3 from Datasets import dataset

4 from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier

5 import numpy as np

6

7 (x_train, y_train), (x_test, _) = dataset.load_mnist()

8

9 x_train = x_train.astype(’float32’)

10 x_train = x_train.reshape((len(x_train), np.prod(x_train.shape[1:])))

11

12 x_test = x_test.astype(’float32’)

13 x_test = x_test.reshape((len(x_test), np.prod(x_test.shape[1:])))

14

15 knn = KNeighborsClassifier(algorithm=’kd_tree’, leaf_size=30, p=2,

n_neighbors=5).fit(x_train, y_train)

16 distances, indices = knn.kneighbors(x_test)

Listing 6: Julia K-nearest neighbor

1 using NearestNeighbors

2 include("../Datasets/dataset.jl")

3 using .DATASET

4

5 imgs = DATASET.mnist_images(:train)

6 labels = DATASET.mnist_labels(:train)

7 test_imgs = DATASET.mnist_images(:test)

8

9 m = Matrix{Float32}(undef, length(imgs[1]), length(imgs))

10 t = Matrix{Float32}(undef, length(test_imgs[1]), length(test_imgs))

11

12 for i=1:length(imgs)

13 m[:,i] = reshape(convert(Array{Float32}, imgs[i]), length(imgs[1]))

14 end

15

16 for i=1:length(test_imgs)

17 t[:,i] = reshape(convert(Array{Float32}, test_imgs[i]),

length(test_imgs[1]))

18 end

19

20 kdtree = KDTree(m; leafsize=30)

21 idxs, dists = knn(kdtree, t, 5)
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Similarly to the autoencoder experiements, a bash script was utilized for both
languages to record the time of each execution of the program.

Listing 7: Bash script for recording the execution time

1 #!/bin/bash

2 for nrOfIterations in {1..5}; do

3 { time nice -n -20 julia balltree_2.jl 2>

output/julia_balltree2_output2.txt ; } 2>>

output/julia_balltree_2.txt

4 done
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5 Literature Review

This chapter will briefly summarize previous comparisons made between the
languages that was found in the literature study.

This paper compares the computational efficiency when it comes to numeri-
cal computing and complexity related algorithms [26]. It compared the perfor-
mance of Python, Python using the Numba JIT compiler, Python CUDA and
Julia when calculating fractals such as the Mandelbrot set. Their result was
that Julia was more than 2x faster than Python with the Numba compiler.

In 2013 a comparison in the field of operations research was made between
Julia, Python, Matlab, C and C++ [36]. This paper characterizes the state
of numerical computing as divided between highly effective and cumbersome
languages such as C++ and highly expressive but typically slow languages such
as Python. The results being that Julia performs within a factor of 2 of C++.
Whereas Python is at least 70x slower than C++. But using Python with the
PyPy JIT compiler comes within a factor of 4 to 18 of C++.

A paper comparing the performance of languages in macroeconomics[14] com-
pared Python, with the Numba JIT compiler and NumPy with Julia among
other languages such as C++, Java and Matlab. Which found that Julia had ex-
cellent performance, taking only 2.5 times longer to execute than C++. Python
itself did not perform very well taking between 44 − 491 times longer to exe-
cute than C++. However using performance enhancing tools like Numba and
Cython had even better results, where the execution time took about 1.5 longer
than C++.

A paper detailing some of the design choices made by the Julia developers as well
as discussing some of its implications relative to performance and usability[20].
This paper also benchmarks Julia v0.6.2, CPython v3.5.3 and JavaScript in re-
lation to C on various calculations. According to their results Julia within 2x of
C on most benchmarks, the slowest being around a factor of 6. Whereas Python
varies tremendously, with the fastest benchmark being a little over a factor of
6 and the slowest being a factor of 189. They also point out that while Julia
is being fast on tiny benchmark does not necessarily have to carry over to real
world applications.
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6 Analysis and Results

This chapter will cover and analyze the results of the experiments and tie them
together with the research questions.

6.1 Autoencoder

Using NumPy’s polyfit function for linear regression to calculate the best fit
lines for the Python and Julia measurements, and starting out with the most
computationally heavy experiment, i.e. the full EMNIST dataset with a batch
size of 256, as can be seen below. It is evident that Julia outperformed Python
by quite a large margin. The difference in execution time starts out quite large,
and the lines can be seen to diverge right away. The fastest Python execution
with 150 epochs was 865 seconds, whereas the fastest Julia execution was 654
seconds. This would equate to roughly 1.3x faster execution time for 150 epochs.
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Figure 7: EMNIST Batch Size 256
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The more interesting metric might be the slope of all lines for the different mea-
surements, both compared to each other, and as the number of epochs increases.
Performing a consolidation on all the measurements and using NumPy’s polyfit
function for linear regression gives the following equations.

Dataset Batch size Python Julia
Consolidation 1 EMNIST 256 y = 5.8x+ 3.2 y = 4.4x+ 3.4
Consolidation 2 EMNIST 1024 y = 2.3x+ 2.8 y = 1.7x+ 2.3
Consolidation 3 MNIST 256 y = 1.5x+ 2.5 y = 1.2x+ 0.6
Consolidation 4 MNIST 1024 y = 0.6x+ 2.7 y = 0.4x+ 1

Table 3: Linear Regression results
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Figure 8: Autoencoder full result

Looking over the results for this experiment, it is quite clear that Julia out-
performed Python in all the different measurements. The runtime difference is
roughly between 1.25x−1.5x in Julia’s favor. All the data of the measurements
and the programs used to calculate the regression lines and generation of these
graphs can be found under section 11.2.4
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6.2 K-nearest neighbor

Looking over the k-nearest neighbor results, it is a bit more varied than the
autoencoder results. The Δ sign represent the speedup between one language
over the other.

KDTree
Half MNIST Full MNIST Half EMNIST Full EMNIST

Python Julia Python Julia Python Julia Python Julia
2m 51s 1m 35s 11m 29s 5m 05s 46m 42s 18m 52s 186m 42s 71m 49s
2m 52s 1m 35s 11m 25s 5m 03s 46m 39s 18m 52s 185m 35s 72m 00s
2m 52s 1m 35s 11m 24s 5m 06s 46m 31s 18m 52s 186m 02s 72m 59s
2m 52s 1m 35s 11m 25s 5m 04s 46m 34s 18m 52s 185m 22s 71m 51s
2m 52s 1m 36s 11m 26s 5m 04s 46m 42s 19m 06s 185m 14s 71m 56s
2m 52s 1m 35s 11m 26s 5m 04s 46m 38s 18m 55s 185m 47s 71m 55s

Δ1.8 Δ2.3 Δ2.5 Δ2.6

Table 4: K-nearest neighbor KDTree results

For the KDTree measurements, Julia straight out outperforms Python for all the
measurements. The execution time difference increases as the dataset size grow.

BallTree
Half MNIST Full MNIST Half EMNIST Full EMNIST

Python Julia Python Julia Python Julia Python Julia
2m 11s 12m 16s 8m 46s 17m 58s 35m 12s 37m 47s 142m 48s 105m 36s
2m 11s 12m 23s 8m 44s 17m 57s 35m 15s 37m 35s 142m 45s 105m 43s
2m 11s 12m 25s 8m 44s 17m 59s 35m 14s 37m 43s 142m 42s 105m 25s
2m 11s 12m 13s 8m 44s 18m 03s 35m 12s 37m 47s 143m 00s 106m 27s
2m 11s 12m 23s 8m 43s 17m 49s 35m 16s 37m 57s 142m 55s 106m 20s
2m 11s 12m 20s 8m 44s 17m 57s 35m 14s 37m 46s 142m 50s 105m 54s

Δ5.7 Δ2.1 Δ1.1 Δ1.3

Table 5: K-nearest neighbor BallTree results

The BallTree results are a bit more interesting. On half the MNIST dataset
Python was a whole 5.7 times faster than Julia, then as the dataset size increases
the difference becomes smaller until something happens for the full EMNIST
dataset, where Julia overtakes Python. For both the KD- and BallTree measure-
ments, the execution time spikes for Python on the largest dataset. Whereas
for Julia, the execution time seem to grow more linearly.
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Looking over the tables and graphing the results, there are a few things that
stick out. Firstly that most executions at N = 1 are quite close to each other
except for Julia’s BallTree. Secondly, the execution time increases a lot more
for Python as the dataset grows than it does for Julia. For the full EMNIST
measurement (N = 8) both KDTree and BallTree for Julia was a lot faster than
for Python.

Overall the Python BallTree outperformed the Python KDTree while the Ju-
lia KDTree outperformed the Julia BallTree. This is a bit interesting, mainly
because KDTrees generally have a faster tree construction than BallTrees but
runs into problems in higher dimensions, known as the curse of dimensional-
ity. This is where every point is so far away from each other that a full tree
traversal is likely for every query. BallTrees also suffers from this problem but
generally outperform KDTrees in higher dimensions, especially when there is
underlying structure in the data. This might be due to different implementa-
tions for the KDTree in the two libraries. NearestNeighbor.jl is splitting the
data points by hyperplanes while Scikit-learn might be splitting along single
1-dimensional axes, which might give Julia an edge on these high-dimensional
datasets. Although a further analysis of the implementation of the algorithm in
both libraries along with more experiments would be needed to properly answer
this.
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6.3 Research Questions

RQ1: How does Julia and Python compare performancewise when it
comes to image processing using GPU-accelerated deep neural net-
works?

Looking over the results in section 6.1, Julia with Flux outperformed Python
with Keras and Tensorflow in all the different measurements. For the least
computationally heavy measurement, Julia had a 2x faster execution time. For
the most heavy computationally measurement, Julia had 1.3x faster execution
time. Performing linear regression on the results gives a performance edge of
roughly 1.25x− 1.5x to Julia. While these results does not necessarily have to
carry over to a generalized performance evaluation between the languages for
GPU-accelerated deep neural networks. It at least points in the direction that
Julia has a performance edge over Python.

RQ2: How does Julia and Python compare performancewise when
it comes to image classification with k-nearest neighbor?

Using a KDTree, Julia with NearestNeighbors.jl outperformed Python with
Scikit-learn by 1.8x − 2.6x in execution time, where the difference only in-
creased as the dataset size grew. For the BallTree Python was a whole 5.6
times faster than Julia on the smallest dataset tested, but as the dataset size
grew the difference became smaller until Julia overtook Python and had a 1.3x
faster execution time on the largest dataset. In total Julia beat Python in 5 out
of 8 measurements. The results also show that different implementations of the
same algorithm can have a large impact. For Python, the BallTree was faster
than the KDTree but for Julia the reverse was the case.

RQ3: Does the performance difference justify choosing one language
over the other?

If the GPU-accelerated deep neural network results would carry over to higher
dimensional data, larger datasets and more complex neural networks then it
would definitely justify choosing one language over the other. For the most
complex deep neural networks the training process can be several days or even
weeks. Having an execution time difference of roughly 1.25x − 1.5x could save
days of this training process. Although more research and experiments that
includes all different frameworks available for the languages is needed to give a
definitive answer.
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7 Validity Threats

There are several validity threats to claiming that one language is superior in
terms of performance to another. First of all, there has not been any testing of
different datasets in terms of dimensionality. Secondly, and the biggest validity
threat, is that the experiments are only comparing two different frameworks
against one another. There exists multiple frameworks that provide these al-
gorithms and the performance between frameworks can vary hugely, as pointed
out in ”The (black) art of runtime evaluation: Are we comparing algorithms
or implementations?”[30]. There can even be massive performance differences
between different versions of frameworks.

For the autoencoder experiments, all Python measurements was taken by call-
ing the Python script from the command line. Whereas all Julia measurements
was taken from Julia’s REPL. The reason as to why is explained in section 4.1.
This may have skewed the results slightly in Julia’s favor.

The k-nearest neighbor experiment is comparing supervised learning for Python,
where the training data is mapped to labels, whereas for Julia it is unsupervised
learning i.e. raw training data. Also, not using the best suited datasets for k-
nearest. Using high dimensional data with the KDTree datastructure, might
not be the most realistic use case. Using some type of dimensionality reduction
before feeding it to the KDTree would probably have been more realistic.

Also, overall tweaking of more parameters, such as leaf size for the k-nearest
experiment or neural network structure for the autoencoder experiment. Or
maybe even including different types of autoencoders, or different types of neu-
ral networks might have been beneficial.

Lastly, the experiments are only looking at wall clock time. Including additional
parameters, such as resource utilization, would probably have been beneficial.

A better setup would have been to compare the two languages on a certain
task, such as image processing with a GPU-accelerated autoencoder and using
all the different frameworks available. Including more datasets with different
sizes and dimensionality (such as the ImageNet dataset) as well.
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8 Conclusion

This thesis has explored the performance of Python and Julia in terms of execu-
tion time in the domain of machine learning. More specifically image processing
with a GPU-accelerated deep autoencoder and classification on CPU running in
a single thread with k-nearest neighbor on the MNIST and EMNIST dataset.

For the deep autoencoder experiments Python with Keras and Tensorflow as
a backend was compared to Julia with Flux. For the least computationally
heavy measurement, Julia had a 2x faster execution time. For the most heavy
computationally measurement, Julia had 1.3x faster execution time. Perform-
ing linear regression on the results gives Julia a performance edge of roughly
1.25x− 1.5x.

For the k-nearest neighbor experiment, Python with Scikit-learn was compared
to Julia with NearestNeighbors.jl on the KDTree and BallTree algorithm. The
results was a bit more varied than the GPU-accelerated autoencoder. For
the KDTree Julia outperformed Python on all the different measurements by
1.8x−2.6x, with the performance difference increasing as the dataset size grew.
For the BallTree measurements, Python outperformed Julia by a factor of 5.7
on the smallest dataset. But as the dataset size grew the difference only became
smaller until Julia overtook Python by 1.3x on the largest dataset. In total Julia
beat Python in 5 out of 8 measurements.

The results also show that different implementations of the same algorithm
can have a large impact. For Python, the BallTree was overall faster than the
KDTree but for Julia the reverse was the case.

These results point in the direction that Julia outperforms Python. Although
more research that includes all different frameworks available for the languages
is needed to give a definitive and more generalized answer.
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9 Future Work

This thesis have only scratched the surface in comparing the two languages in the
machine learning domain. It would be beneficial to conduct a better designed
study, comparing all the different frameworks that exists for the languages on
a specific algorithm in a specific domain. That would include multiple datasets
of different sizes and dimensionality.

It would also be interesting to expand upon this thesis and see if the perfor-
mance difference in regards to GPU-accelerated deep neural networks continues.
Testing with even larger and higher dimensional datasets (such as the ImageNet
dataset) as well as using larger or distributed systems that is utilizing multiple
GPUs.
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11 Annexes

11.1 Graphs
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Figure 10: EMNIST batch size = 1024
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Figure 11: EMNIST batch size = 1024
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Figure 12: EMNIST batch size = 256
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Figure 15: MNIST batch size = 256
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Figure 16: MNIST batch size = 1024
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11.2 Programs and Data

11.2.1 Datasets

Listing 8: dataset.jl

1 module DATASET

2

3 using CodecZlib, Colors

4

5 const Gray = Colors.Gray{Colors.N0f8}

6 const dir = joinpath(@__DIR__)

7

8 const IMAGEOFFSET = 16

9 const LABELOFFSET = 8

10

11 const NROWS = 28

12 const NCOLS = 28

13

14 const EMNIST_TRAINIMAGES = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-digits-train-images-idx3-ubyte")

15 const EMNIST_TRAINLABELS = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-digits-train-labels-idx1-ubyte")

16 const EMNIST_TESTIMAGES = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-digits-test-images-idx3-ubyte")

17 const EMNIST_TESTLABELS = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-digits-test-labels-idx1-ubyte")

18

19 const MNIST_TRAINIMAGES = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-mnist-train-images-idx3-ubyte")

20 const MNIST_TRAINLABELS = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-mnist-train-labels-idx1-ubyte")

21 const MNIST_TESTIMAGES = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-mnist-test-images-idx3-ubyte")

22 const MNIST_TESTLABELS = joinpath(dir,

"emnist-mnist-test-labels-idx1-ubyte")

23

24 function imageheader(io::IO)

25 magic_number = bswap(read(io, UInt32))

26 total_items = bswap(read(io, UInt32))

27 nrows = bswap(read(io, UInt32))

28 ncols = bswap(read(io, UInt32))

29 return magic_number, Int(total_items), Int(nrows), Int(ncols)

30 end

31

32 function labelheader(io::IO)

33 magic_number = bswap(read(io, UInt32))

34 total_items = bswap(read(io, UInt32))

35 return magic_number, Int(total_items)

36 end
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37

38 function rawimage(io::IO)

39 img = Array{Gray}(undef, NCOLS, NROWS)

40 for i in 1:NCOLS, j in 1:NROWS

41 img[j, i] = reinterpret(Colors.N0f8, read(io, UInt8))

42 end

43 return img

44 end

45

46 function rawimage(io::IO, index::Integer)

47 seek(io, IMAGEOFFSET + NROWS * NCOLS * (index - 1))

48 return rawimage(io)

49 end

50

51 rawlabel(io::IO) = Int(read(io, UInt8))

52

53 function rawlabel(io::IO, index::Integer)

54 seek(io, LABELOFFSET + (index - 1))

55 return rawlabel(io)

56 end

57

58 getfeatures(io::IO, index::Integer) = vec(getimage(io, index))

59

60 function emnist_images(set = :train)

61 io = IOBuffer(read(set == :train ? EMNIST_TRAINIMAGES :

EMNIST_TESTIMAGES))

62 _, N, nrows, ncols = imageheader(io)

63 [rawimage(io) for _ in 1:N]

64 end

65

66 function mnist_images(set = :train)

67 io = IOBuffer(read(set == :train ? MNIST_TRAINIMAGES :

MNIST_TESTIMAGES))

68 _, N, nrows, ncols = imageheader(io)

69 [rawimage(io) for _ in 1:N]

70 end

71

72 function mnist_labels(set = :train)

73 io = IOBuffer(read(set == :train ? MNIST_TRAINLABELS :

MNIST_TESTLABELS))

74 _, N = labelheader(io)

75 [rawlabel(io) for _ = 1:N]

76 end

77

78 function emnist_labels(set = :train)

79 io = IOBuffer(read(set == :train ? EMNIST_TRAINLABELS :

EMNIST_TESTLABELS))

80 _, N = labelheader(io)

81 [rawlabel(io) for _ = 1:N]

82 end
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83

84 end # module

Listing 9: dataset.py

1 import idx2numpy

2

3 def load_emnist():

4 train_images = ’../Datasets/emnist-digits-train-images-idx3-ubyte’

5 train_labels = ’../Datasets/emnist-digits-train-labels-idx1-ubyte’

6

7 test_images = ’../Datasets/emnist-digits-test-images-idx3-ubyte’

8 test_labels = ’../Datasets/emnist-digits-test-labels-idx1-ubyte’

9

10 x_train, y_train = idx2numpy.convert_from_file(train_images),

idx2numpy.convert_from_file(train_labels)

11 x_test, y_test = idx2numpy.convert_from_file(test_images),

idx2numpy.convert_from_file(test_labels)

12

13 return (x_train, y_train), (x_test, y_test)

14

15 def load_mnist():

16 train_images = ’../Datasets/emnist-mnist-train-images-idx3-ubyte’

17 train_labels = ’../Datasets/emnist-mnist-train-labels-idx1-ubyte’

18

19 test_images = ’../Datasets/emnist-mnist-test-images-idx3-ubyte’

20 test_labels = ’../Datasets/emnist-mnist-test-labels-idx1-ubyte’

21

22 x_train, y_train = idx2numpy.convert_from_file(train_images),

idx2numpy.convert_from_file(train_labels)

23 x_test, y_test = idx2numpy.convert_from_file(test_images),

idx2numpy.convert_from_file(test_labels)

24

25 return (x_train, y_train), (x_test, y_test)
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11.2.2 Autoencoder

Listing 10: Julia autoencoder with visualization

1 include("../Datasets/dataset.jl")

2 using .DATASET

3 using Flux

4 using Flux: @epochs, mse

5 using Base.Iterators: partition

6 using CuArrays

7

8 images = DATASET.mnist_images(:train)

9

10 data = [float(hcat(vec.(images)...)) for images in partition(images,

1024)]

11 data = gpu.(data)

12

13 encoder_layer1 = Dense(784, 256, relu)

14 encoder_layer2 = Dense(256, 64, relu)

15 encoder_layer3 = Dense(64, 32, relu)

16

17 decoder_layer1 = Dense(32, 64, relu)

18 decoder_layer2 = Dense(64, 256, relu)

19 decoder_layer3 = Dense(256, 784, σ)
20

21 autoencoder = Chain(

22 encoder_layer1,

23 encoder_layer2,

24 encoder_layer3,

25 decoder_layer1,

26 decoder_layer2,

27 decoder_layer3

28 ) |> gpu

29

30 loss(x) = mse(autoencoder(x), x)

31 opt = ADAM()

32

33 @epochs 100 Flux.train!(loss, params(autoencoder), zip(data), opt)

34

35

36 using Images

37

38 img(x::Vector) = Gray.(reshape(clamp.(x, 0, 1), 28, 28))

39

40 function sample()

41 before = [images[i] for i in rand(1:length(images), 10)]

42 after = img.(map(x -> cpu(autoencoder)(float(vec(x))).data, before))

43 hcat(vcat.(before, after)...)

44 end

45

39



46 cd(@__DIR__)

47 save("before-after-sample.png", sample())
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11.2.3 K-nearest neighbor

Listing 11: Julia K-nearest neighbor with visualization

1 using NearestNeighbors

2 include("../Datasets/dataset.jl")

3 using .DATASET

4

5 imgs = DATASET.emnist_images(:train)

6 imgs2 = imgs[1:200]

7

8 testImgs = DATASET.emnist_images(:test)

9 testImgs2 = [imgs2[i] for i in rand(1:length(imgs2), 5)]

10

11 m = Matrix{Float32}(undef, 784, 200)

12 t = Matrix{Float32}(undef, 784, 5)

13

14 for i=1:length(imgs2)

15 m[:,i] = reshape(convert(Array{Float32}, imgs2[i]), length(imgs2[1]))

16 end

17

18 for i=1:length(testImgs2)

19 t[:,i] = reshape(convert(Array{Float32}, testImgs2[i]),

length(testImgs2[1]))

20 end

21

22 kdtree = KDTree(m)

23 idxs, dists = knn(kdtree, t, 5, true)

24

25

26 using Images

27

28 function sample()

29 nearest = []

30

31 for j=1:length(idxs)

32 append!(nearest, [imgs2[i] for i in idxs[j]])

33 end

34

35 nearest = reshape(nearest, 5, 5)

36 hcat(vcat.(testImgs2, nearest[1,:], nearest[2,:], nearest[3,:],

nearest[4,:], nearest[5,:])...)

37 end

38

39 cd(@__DIR__)

40 #sample()

41 save("emnist_sample2.png", sample())
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Listing 12: Python K-nearest neighbor with visualization

1 import sys

2 sys.path.append(’../’)

3 from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier

4 from Datasets import dataset

5 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

6 import numpy as np

7

8

9 (x_train, y_train), (x_test, _) = dataset.load_mnist()

10

11 x_train = x_train[0:200]

12 y_train = y_train[0:200]

13 x_train = x_train.reshape(len(x_train), np.prod(x_train.shape[1:]))

14

15 x_test = x_test[0:5]

16 x_test = x_test.reshape(len(x_test), np.prod(x_test.shape[1:]))

17

18 knn = KNeighborsClassifier(algorithm=’kd_tree’,

n_neighbors=5).fit(x_train, y_train)

19 distances, indices = knn.kneighbors(x_test)

20

21 plt.figure(figsize=(20, 4))

22 for i in range(0, 5):

23 # display actual

24 ax = plt.subplot(6, 5, i+1)

25 plt.imshow(x_test[i].reshape(28, 28))

26 plt.gray()

27 ax.get_xaxis().set_visible(False)

28 ax.get_yaxis().set_visible(False)

29

30 p = 1

31 indices = np.array(indices)[np.newaxis]

32 indices = indices.T

33 for indexes in indices:

34 # display nearest neighbors

35 index = 1

36 for i in indexes:

37 ax = plt.subplot(6, 5, ((5 *p) + index))

38 plt.imshow(x_train[i].reshape(28, 28))

39 index +=1

40 plt.gray()

41 ax.get_xaxis().set_visible(False)

42 ax.get_yaxis().set_visible(False)

43 p += 1

44

45 plt.show()
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11.2.4 Graph generating programs

Listing 13: EMNIST results

1 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

2 from matplotlib import rc

3 import matplotlib2tikz

4 import numpy as np

5

6 juliaREPLExecutionTimes256 = [

7 7.66, 7.09, 7.08, 7.11, 7.10, # Epochs = 1

8 24.67, 24.70, 24.71, 24.65, 24.74, # Epochs = 5

9 46.59, 46.68, 46.50, 46.62, 46.45, # Epochs = 10

10 68.60, 68.66, 68.45, 68.22, 68.41, # Epochs = 15

11 90.32, 90.13, 90.57, 90.07, 90.51, # Epochs = 20

12 112.14, 112.37, 112.77, 112.78, 112.41, # Epochs = 25

13 134.54, 134.23, 134.20, 134.65, 134.79, # Epochs = 30

14 156.99, 157.17, 156.70, 156.74, 156.74, # Epochs = 35

15 178.93, 179.02, 179.32, 179.55, 178.75, # Epochs = 40

16 200.39, 200.02, 200.42, 200.32, 200.21, # Epochs = 45

17 221.71, 221.93, 221.68, 223.06, 222.72, # Epochs = 50

18 266.06, 266.55, 266.86, 267.20, 267.32, # Epochs = 60

19 308.59, 310.42, 310.24, 310.40, 308.68, # Epochs = 70

20 352.80, 353.33, 353.73, 354.20, 352.21, # Epochs = 80

21 397.59, 397.51, 398.16, 397.52, 397.70, # Epochs = 90

22 439.96, 442.14, 441.53, 440.31, 440.04, # Epochs = 100

23 485.85, 485.66, 486.63, 484.65, 484.97, # Epochs = 110

24 527.12, 526.17, 525.01, 529.24, 528.09, # Epochs = 120

25 571.81, 571.05, 571.96, 571.87, 568.01, # Epochs = 130

26 613.61, 616.55, 614.53, 614.85, 615.54, # Epochs = 140

27 664.82, 653.57, 653.92, 658.36, 657.62 # Epochs = 150

28 ]

29

30 juliaREPLExecutionTimes1024 = [

31 4.79, 4.62, 4.38, 4.36, 4.46, # Epochs = 1

32 11.07, 11.13, 11.05, 10.97, 11.01, # Epochs = 5

33 19.28, 19.35, 19.38, 19.42, 19.49, # Epochs = 10

34 27.77, 27.78, 27.75, 27.81, 27.80, # Epochs = 15

35 36.26, 36.24, 36.37, 36.32, 36.31, # Epochs = 20

36 44.71, 44.75, 44.70, 44.70, 44.56, # Epochs = 25

37 52.99, 52.88, 52.97, 52.79, 53.02, # Epochs = 30

38 61.22, 61.06, 61.09, 61.28, 61.21, # Epochs = 35

39 69.57, 69.56, 69.47, 69.60, 69.55, # Epochs = 40

40 77.90, 78.10, 77.94, 78.04, 78.04, # Epochs = 45

41 86.20, 86.39, 86.50, 86.61, 86.47, # Epochs = 50

42 103.94, 103.25, 102.77, 102.85, 104.59, # Epochs = 60

43 122.93, 121.02, 121.26, 121.43, 121.14, # Epochs = 70

44 148.08, 137.88, 138.39, 138.13, 137.48, # Epochs = 80

45 157.33, 155.04, 155.18, 154.64, 153.86, # Epochs = 90

46 174.38, 172.89, 172.71, 171.83, 171.22, # Epochs = 100
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47 192.45, 187.97, 187.79, 187.59, 187.35, # Epochs = 110

48 209.25, 204.71, 204.38, 203.76, 204.08, # Epochs = 120

49 227.33, 221.68, 220.18, 220.60, 221.11, # Epochs = 130

50 246.04, 238.23, 237.42, 237.06, 236.89, # Epochs = 140

51 265.48, 256.90, 254.03, 254.63, 253.77 # Epochs = 150

52 ]

53

54

55 pythonExecutionTimes256 = [

56 10.53, 8.86, 8.90, 8.88, 8.87, # Epochs = 1

57 32.46, 32.04, 32.38, 32.42, 31.67, # Epochs = 5

58 61.42, 60.85, 61.79, 61.93, 61.66, # Epochs = 10

59 92.26, 90.81, 89.52, 91.18, 90.52, # Epochs = 15

60 119.92, 118.25, 119.84, 119.01, 120.11, # Epochs = 20

61 148.08, 147.74, 148.19, 147.37, 147.32, # Epochs = 25

62 177.94, 178.55, 181.80, 176.37, 176.68, # Epochs = 30

63 207.53, 211.38, 208.65, 209.14, 205.87, # Epochs = 35

64 239.78, 238.67, 238.89, 234.69, 236.90, # Epochs = 40

65 266.59, 269.60, 263.05, 268.40, 267.17, # Epochs = 45

66 292.78, 297.02, 295.10, 294.73, 296.49, # Epochs = 50

67 350.86, 354.07, 359.42, 350.90, 351.51, # Epochs = 60

68 411.64, 406.52, 414.95, 409.81, 410.59, # Epochs = 70

69 473.50, 471.57, 473.94, 470.33, 474.40, # Epochs = 80

70 528.14, 534.48, 535.17, 525.71, 526.31, # Epochs = 90

71 586.62, 589.37, 595.19, 591.50, 585.26, # Epochs = 100

72 643.89, 641.21, 642.49, 649.78, 642.53, # Epochs = 110

73 708.82, 702.76, 709.91, 715.83, 719.43, # Epochs = 120

74 770.35, 757.73, 779.78, 758.86, 765.87, # Epochs = 130

75 815.70, 828.83, 813.27, 824.00, 822.20, # Epochs = 140

76 873.13, 865.08, 869.07, 885.69, 873.56, # Epochs = 150

77 ]

78

79 pythonExecutionTimes1024 = [

80 5.38, 5.44, 5.43, 5.50, 5.37, # Epochs = 1

81 14.59, 14.50, 14.52, 14.28, 14.53, # Epochs = 5

82 25.64, 26.61, 26.68, 26.25, 26.02, # Epochs = 10

83 37.75, 37.24, 37.67, 38.25, 37.97, # Epochs = 15

84 49.13, 47.93, 48.79, 50.35, 48.60, # Epochs = 20

85 61.43, 60.07, 59.80, 60.54, 60.68, # Epochs = 25

86 71.63, 71.99, 70.17, 71.27, 71.95, # Epochs = 30

87 83.11, 85.21, 82.38, 84.21, 84.24, # Epochs = 35

88 95.73, 95.45, 92.67, 93.02, 95.15, # Epochs = 40

89 104.55, 105.76, 105.98, 105.62, 109.29, # Epochs = 45

90 121.33, 115.27, 115.06, 114.84, 114.74, # Epochs = 50

91 144.24, 140.47, 139.97, 142.86, 140.58, # Epochs = 60

92 163.75, 162.13, 164.76, 163.99, 159.78, # Epochs = 70

93 186.63, 192.14, 181.84, 184.80, 189.57, # Eoichs = 80

94 210.97, 212.74, 205.48, 201.35, 205.74, # Epochs = 90

95 231.96, 230.60, 233.37, 229.58, 237.06, # Epochs = 100

96 250.87, 249.60, 248.33, 253.93, 260.13, # Epochs = 110
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97 282.34, 278.17, 277.49, 279.12, 277.80, # Epochs = 120

98 304.53, 300.28, 301.68, 302.65, 309.80, # Epochs = 130

99 324.56, 318.26, 326.53, 325.77, 332.65, # Epochs = 140

100 347.11, 349.30, 348.65, 340.84, 349.59 # Epochs = 150

101 ]

102

103

104

105 epochs = [

106 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

107 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,

108 10, 10, 10, 10, 10,

109 15, 15, 15, 15, 15,

110 20, 20, 20, 20, 20,

111 25, 25, 25, 25, 25,

112 30, 30, 30, 30, 30,

113 35, 35, 35, 35, 35,

114 40, 40, 40, 40, 40,

115 45, 45, 45, 45, 45,

116 50, 50, 50, 50, 50,

117 60, 60, 60, 60, 60,

118 70, 70, 70, 70, 70,

119 80, 80, 80, 80, 80,

120 90, 90, 90, 90, 90,

121 100, 100, 100, 100, 100,

122 110, 110, 110, 110, 110,

123 120, 120, 120, 120, 120,

124 130, 130, 130, 130, 130,

125 140, 140, 140, 140, 140,

126 150, 150, 150, 150, 150

127 ]

128

129

130 totalEpochs = [1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,

100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150]

131 averageJulia256 = [sum(juliaREPLExecutionTimes256[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

132 averagePython256 = [sum(pythonExecutionTimes256[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

133 averageJulia1024 = [sum(juliaREPLExecutionTimes1024[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

134 averagePython1024 = [sum(pythonExecutionTimes1024[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

135

136 rc(’font’, **{’family’: ’serif’, ’serif’: [’Computer Modern’]})

137 rc(’text’, usetex=True)

138

139 plt.plot(epochs, juliaREPLExecutionTimes256, ’b.’, markersize=5,

label="Julia 256")
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140 plt.plot(epochs, juliaREPLExecutionTimes1024, ’r.’, markersize=5,

label="Julia 1024")

141 plt.plot(epochs, pythonExecutionTimes256, ’g.’, markersize=5,

label="Python 256")

142 plt.plot(epochs, pythonExecutionTimes1024, ’y.’, markersize=5,

label="Python 1024")

143

144 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averageJulia256, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’b’)

145 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averageJulia1024, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’r’)

146 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averagePython256, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’g’)

147 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averagePython1024, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’y’)

148

149 #slope, intercept = np.polyfit(np.log(totalEpochs),

np.log(averagePython256), 1)

150 #print(slope, intercept)

151 #print(np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs, averagePython256, 1)))

152 #print(np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs, averageJulia256, 1)))

153 #plt.xticks(np.arange(0, 160, 10))

154 #plt.yticks(np.arange(1, 890, 10))

155 plt.legend(loc=’upper left’)

156 plt.ylabel(’Seconds’)

157 plt.xlabel(’Epochs’)

158 #plt.title(’Julia vs Python GPU Performance Deep Autoencoder EMNIST’,

fontsize=20)

159 #plt.show()

160 matplotlib2tikz.save("emnist_full.tex")

Listing 14: MNIST results

1 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

2 from matplotlib import rc

3 import matplotlib2tikz

4 import numpy as np

5

6 juliaREPLExecutionTimes256 = [

7 2.26, 2.26, 2.27, 2.26, 2.41, # Epochs = 1

8 6.57, 6.62, 6.60, 6.60, 6.58, # Epochs = 5

9 12.01, 12.05, 12.02, 12.02, 11.98, # Epochs = 10

10 17.39, 17.44, 17.42, 17.41, 17.49, # Epochs = 15

11 22.88, 22.93, 22.88, 22.81, 22.83, # Epochs = 20

12 28.28, 28.45, 28.26, 28.37, 28.39, # Epochs = 25

13 33.71, 33.91, 33.73, 33.70, 33.56, # Epochs = 30

14 38.78, 38.75, 38.76, 38.72, 38.72, # Epochs = 35

15 44.06, 44.11, 44.11, 44.29, 44.32, # Epochs = 40

16 49.60, 49.87, 49.99, 49.82, 49.85, # Epochs = 45
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17 55.07, 54.76, 54.54, 54.69, 54.78, # Epochs = 50

18 69.78, 68.37, 68.38, 68.53, 68.53, # Epochs = 60

19 80.70, 79.78, 79.26, 79.50, 79.54, # Epochs = 70

20 91.77, 90.93, 90.77, 90.81, 90.73, # Epochs = 80

21 102.73, 101.32, 101.70, 101.32, 101.30, # Epochs = 90

22 113.97, 112.91, 113.07, 113.63, 113.43, # Epochs = 100

23 125.31, 124.20, 124.43, 124.26, 122.84, # Epochs = 110

24 136.85, 135.07, 135.68, 135.14, 133.34, # Epochs = 120

25 147.81, 146.89, 146.68, 146.45, 144.00, # Epochs = 130

26 157.71, 156.40, 156.52, 156.27, 154.32, # Epochs = 140

27 167.76, 167.24, 168.06, 165.23, 163.94 # Epochs = 150

28 ]

29

30 juliaREPLExecutionTimes1024 = [

31 1.67, 1.62, 1.63, 1.61, 1.61, # Epochs = 1

32 3.28, 3.28, 3.27, 3.27, 3.28, # Epochs = 5

33 5.34, 5.34, 5.33, 5.35, 5.34, # Epochs = 10

34 7.42, 7.45, 7.44, 7.46, 7.44, # Epochs = 15

35 9.55, 9.53, 9.54, 9.54, 9.54, # Epochs = 20

36 11.61, 11.62, 11.64, 11.63, 11.66, # Epochs = 25

37 13.82, 13.84, 13.89, 13.84, 13.87, # Epochs = 30

38 15.96, 15.98, 15.97, 15.99, 15.98, # Epochs = 35

39 18.12, 18.09, 18.08, 18.07, 18.10, # Epochs = 40

40 20.21, 20.22, 20.19, 20.19, 20.20, # Epochs = 45

41 22.26, 22.30, 22.31, 22.25, 22.22, # Epochs = 50

42 26.72, 26.59, 26.65, 26.56, 26.60, # Epochs = 60

43 30.72, 30.72, 30.71, 30.84, 31.90, # Epochs = 70

44 34.96, 34.98, 35.02, 35.05, 37.20, # Epochs = 80

45 39.26, 39.28, 38.98, 39.40, 41.23, # Epochs = 90

46 43.43, 43.44, 43.69, 43.70, 45.70, # Epochs = 100

47 48.54, 47.10, 46.95, 46.95, 47.19, # Epochs = 110

48 53.15, 51.34, 51.15, 51.05, 51.29, # Epochs = 120

49 56.13, 55.90, 55.87, 56.10, 59.30, # Epochs = 130

50 60.27, 60.25, 60.20, 60.29, 60.33, # Epochs = 140

51 64.49, 64.62, 64.54, 65.21, 69.23, # Epochs = 150

52 ]

53

54 pythonExecutionTimes256 = [

55 4.19, 4.15, 4.17, 4.26, 4.28, # Epochs = 1

56 10.07, 10.08, 10.16, 9.89, 10.03, # Epochs = 5

57 17.13, 17.37, 17.47, 17.43, 17.47, # Epochs = 10

58 24.68, 24.47, 24.10, 24.61, 24.58, # Epochs = 15

59 31.35, 32.46, 31.78, 31.72, 31.90, # Epochs = 20

60 39.27, 38.72, 39.10, 38.41, 38.95, # Epochs = 25

61 45.90, 46.34, 45.89, 46.78, 46.76, # Epochs = 30

62 53.96, 53.13, 54.01, 54.25, 53.21, # Epochs = 35

63 62.31, 61.12, 60.81, 60.22, 61.27, # Epochs = 40

64 68.15, 67.49, 68.45, 67.69, 68.90, # Epochs = 45

65 75.20, 73.96, 75.93, 74.66, 75.58, # Epochs = 50

66 94.21, 93.88, 91.58, 90.16, 91.91, # Epochs = 60
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67 105.62, 105.53, 107.03, 105.57, 106.02, # Epochs = 70

68 121.07, 121.36, 120.54, 119.24, 119.79, # Epochs = 80

69 132.78, 134.74, 134.17, 137.60, 135.01, # Epochs = 90

70 152.21, 148.46, 152.57, 150.23, 151.36, # Epochs = 100

71 165.82, 163.20, 162.92, 164.15, 165.35, # Epochs = 110

72 181.15, 181.61, 178.34, 182.12, 179.36, # Epochs = 120

73 193.04, 195.01, 194.23, 191.34, 195.58, # Epochs = 130

74 208.89, 207.67, 208.18, 213.01, 206.00, # Epochs = 140

75 219.12, 217.98, 222.22, 224.66, 220.76 # Epochs = 150

76 ]

77

78 pythonExecutionTimes1024 = [

79 3.38, 3.35, 3.37, 3.34, 3.37, # Epochs = 1

80 5.66, 5.60, 5.64, 5.62, 5.63, # Epochs = 5

81 8.53, 8.45, 8.61, 8.52, 8.51, # Epochs = 10

82 11.35, 11.16, 11.43, 11.43, 11.16, # Epochs = 15

83 13.92, 14.17, 14.27, 14.08, 14.03, # Epochs = 20

84 17.20, 16.96, 17.23, 17.02, 17.05, # Epochs = 25

85 19.81, 19.50, 20.02, 19.56, 19.98, # Epochs = 30

86 23.30, 23.11, 22.66, 22.95, 22.52, # Epochs = 35

87 25.74, 25.82, 25.21, 26.42, 25.21, # Epochs = 40

88 28.61, 28.01, 28.21, 28.32, 28.65, # Epochs = 45

89 31.10, 31.68, 31.41, 31.24, 31.25, # Epochs = 50

90 38.80, 39.50, 38.01, 38.33, 38.61, # Epochs = 60

91 44.74, 44.77, 44.94, 45.88, 44.97, # Epochs = 70

92 49.48, 48.45, 48.53, 49.06, 48.90, # Epochs = 80

93 53.79, 55.14, 55.29, 53.43, 55.80, # Epochs = 90

94 60.94, 60.88, 59.92, 59.76, 61.34, # Epochs = 100

95 67.80, 65.80, 67.02, 66.42, 65.97, # Epochs = 110

96 72.50, 72.05, 72.10, 70.48, 70.29, # Epochs = 120

97 77.66, 77.54, 77.78, 77.79, 77.63, # Epochs = 130

98 83.71, 83.81, 82.80, 83.25, 85.18, # Epochs = 140

99 89.39, 89.69, 89.76, 91.02, 90.62 # Epochs = 150

100 ]

101

102

103 epochs = [

104 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

105 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,

106 10, 10, 10, 10, 10,

107 15, 15, 15, 15, 15,

108 20, 20, 20, 20, 20,

109 25, 25, 25, 25, 25,

110 30, 30, 30, 30, 30,

111 35, 35, 35, 35, 35,

112 40, 40, 40, 40, 40,

113 45, 45, 45, 45, 45,

114 50, 50, 50, 50, 50,

115 60, 60, 60, 60, 60,

116 70, 70, 70, 70, 70,
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117 80, 80, 80, 80, 80,

118 90, 90, 90, 90, 90,

119 100, 100, 100, 100, 100,

120 110, 110, 110, 110, 110,

121 120, 120, 120, 120, 120,

122 130, 130, 130, 130, 130,

123 140, 140, 140, 140, 140,

124 150, 150, 150, 150, 150

125 ]

126

127 totalEpochs = [1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,

100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150]

128 averageJulia256 = [sum(juliaREPLExecutionTimes256[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

129 averagePython256 = [sum(pythonExecutionTimes256[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

130 averageJulia1024 = [sum(juliaREPLExecutionTimes1024[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

131 averagePython1024 = [sum(pythonExecutionTimes1024[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 105, 5)]

132

133

134

135 rc(’font’, **{’family’: ’serif’, ’serif’: [’Computer Modern’]})

136 rc(’text’, usetex=True)

137

138 plt.plot(epochs, juliaREPLExecutionTimes256, ’b.’, markersize=5,

label="Julia 256")

139 plt.plot(epochs, juliaREPLExecutionTimes1024, ’r.’, markersize=5,

label="Julia 1024")

140 plt.plot(epochs, pythonExecutionTimes256, ’g.’, markersize=5,

label="Python 256")

141 plt.plot(epochs, pythonExecutionTimes1024, ’y.’, markersize=5,

label="Python 1024")

142

143 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averageJulia256, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’b’)

144 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averageJulia1024, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’r’)

145 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averagePython256, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’g’)

146 plt.plot(np.unique(totalEpochs), np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs,

averagePython1024, 1))(np.unique(totalEpochs)), ’y’)

147

148 plt.xticks(np.arange(0, 160, 10))

149 plt.yticks(np.arange(0, 225, 10))

150 plt.legend(loc=’upper left’)

151 plt.ylabel(’Seconds’)

152 plt.xlabel(’Epochs’)

153 #plt.title(’Julia vs Python GPU Performance Deep Autoencoder MNIST
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[batch size = 256]’, fontsize=18)

154 #plt.show()

155 #print(np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs, averagePython, 1)))

156 #print(np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalEpochs, averageJulia, 1)))

157

158 matplotlib2tikz.save("mnist_full.tex")

Listing 15: K-nearest-neighbor results

1 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

2 from matplotlib import rc

3 import matplotlib2tikz

4 import numpy as np

5

6 juliaKDTree = [

7 95, 95, 95, 95, 96,

8 305, 303, 306, 304, 304,

9 1132, 1132, 1132, 1132, 1147,

10 4309, 4319, 4320, 4311, 4316

11 ]

12

13 juliaBallTree = [

14 736, 743, 745, 734, 743,

15 1078, 1077, 1079, 1083, 1069,

16 2267, 2255, 2263, 2267, 2277,

17 6336, 6343, 6325, 6387, 6380

18 ]

19

20 pythonKDTree = [

21 171, 172, 172, 172, 172,

22 689, 685, 684, 685, 686,

23 2802, 2799, 2791, 2794, 2802,

24 11202,11135, 11162, 11122, 11114

25 ]

26

27 pythonBallTree = [

28 131, 131, 131, 131, 131,

29 526, 524, 524, 524, 523,

30 2112, 2115, 2114, 2112, 2116,

31 8568, 8565, 8562, 8580, 8575

32 ]

33

34

35 measurements = [

36 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

37 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,

38 4, 4, 4, 4, 4,

39 8, 8, 8, 8, 8,

40 ]
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41

42 totalMeasurements = [1, 2, 4, 8]

43

44 averageJuliaKDTree = [sum(juliaKDTree[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in range(0, 20,

5)]

45 averagePythonKDTree = [sum(pythonKDTree[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in range(0,

20, 5)]

46 averageJuliaBallTree = [sum(juliaBallTree[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in range(0,

20, 5)]

47 averagePythonBalltree = [sum(pythonBallTree[i:i+5]) / 5 for i in

range(0, 20, 5)]

48

49 print("juliaKD: ", averageJuliaKDTree, "pythonKD: ",

averagePythonKDTree, "JuliaBall: ", averageJuliaBallTree,

"PythonBall: ", averagePythonBalltree)

50

51

52 rc(’font’, **{’family’: ’serif’, ’serif’: [’Computer Modern’]})

53 rc(’text’, usetex=True)

54

55 plt.plot(measurements, pythonKDTree, ’g.’, markersize=5, label="Python

KDTree")

56 plt.plot(measurements, pythonBallTree, ’y.’, markersize=5, label="Python

BallTree")

57 plt.plot(measurements, juliaBallTree, ’r.’, markersize=5, label="Julia

BallTree")

58 plt.plot(measurements, juliaKDTree, ’b.’, markersize=5, label="Julia

KDTree")

59

60 plt.plot(np.unique(totalMeasurements),

np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalMeasurements, averageJuliaKDTree,

2))(np.unique(totalMeasurements)), ’b’)

61 plt.plot(np.unique(totalMeasurements),

np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalMeasurements, averageJuliaBallTree,

2))(np.unique(totalMeasurements)), ’r’)

62 plt.plot(np.unique(totalMeasurements),

np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalMeasurements, averagePythonKDTree,

2))(np.unique(totalMeasurements)), ’g’)

63 plt.plot(np.unique(totalMeasurements),

np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalMeasurements, averagePythonBalltree,

2))(np.unique(totalMeasurements)), ’y’)

64

65 #plt.xticks(np.arange(1, 5, 1))

66 #plt.yticks(np.arange(0, 12000, 2000))

67 plt.legend(loc=’upper left’)

68 plt.ylabel(’Seconds’)

69 plt.xlabel(’N\n N = 30 000 Training Images and 5000 Test images’)

70 #plt.title(’Julia vs Python K-nearest-neighbor’, fontsize=18)

71 #plt.show()

72 #print(np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalMeasurements, averagePython, 1)))
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73 #print(np.poly1d(np.polyfit(totalMeasurements, averageJulia, 1)))

74

75 matplotlib2tikz.save("knn_full.tex")

52


